TransTalk® 9000 Digital
Wireless System
On-premises mobile communications
your business can depend on

B

Businesses today pay a price when key employees are out of touch, even for a few
moments. Important decisions get delayed, customer needs go unmet, sales are
l o s t . A n d i n t o d a y ’s 2 4 - h o u r, c u s t o m e r- d r i v e n e c o n o m y, t h e o n e p l a c e w h e r e
businesses are often most vulnerable to a communications breakdown is inside
the office, during normal business hours.
If being away from the phone—whether it’s down

solutions (including the PARTNER® Advanced

the hall, on another floor, or out in the warehouse—

Communications System (ACS), MERLIN MAGIX™

means key people in your business can’t be

Integrated System (IS), the DEFINITY® System and

reached, it’s time to get the Avaya TransTalk 9000

the Avaya IP600. Get full access to all your lines,

Digital Wireless System.

put calls on hold, see incoming caller ID, set up

®

conference calls, check messages—all while away
The TransTalk 9000 Digital Wireless System delivers

from your desk. And because all calls are going

the quality, features and flexibility that will make

through your communications system, there’s no

wireless communications essential to your day-

additional charge as there would be if you were

to-day operations. Much more than just a

using the public cellular network. Also, when you

residential cordless phone for the office,

attach a headset to your TransTalk wireless hand-

TransTalk is truly business-ready. It integrates

set, you are enjoying hands-free mobility.

seamlessly with a wide range of Avaya

T h e Tr a n s Ta l k 9 0 4 0 i s
a very flexible solution
Each TransTalk wireless handset delivers the same set of features
as a desk phone. You can roam your business premises and bring
all your communications capabilities with you.

Communication without boundaries

Expand your
responsiveness
The TransTalk® 9000 Digital Wireless System helps ensure

With the 4-line backlit display on the TransTalk

strong ties to all the people you do business with: customers,

9040 wireless handset, you can set priorities and

suppliers, partners. It helps make it easy for you and your

handle calls more effectively. In addition to Caller

employees to respond to virtually any business need when

ID, Message Waiting notification is also available—

and where they want. And it makes people more productive—

another way to keep employees accessible anytime,

they can keep doing their job without having to hunt down a

anywhere.

telephone. Here are some typical examples of the TransTalk
solution in action.

With the TransTalk solution, you have the flexibility
•

to divide your coverage area into two zones,

Sales people. Do your sales people have to be out on

delivering crystal clear voice quality at distances

a selling floor? Leads, referrals, prospects, and active

up to 900 feet.

customers can still reach them if they are carrying a
TransTalk wireless handset. They can check messages,

As your business grows, your TransTalk® Digital

return important calls, and serve the customers who are

Wireless system will grow with you. It’s compatible

so important to your business.

with a wide range of solutions from Avaya. You can
have up to 18 TransTalk 9040 wireless handsets on
the PARTNER® ACS and Classic MERLIN® systems,
and up to 30 TransTalk handsets with MERLIN
MAGIX™ IS and DEFINITY® Systems.
Large facilities (warehouses, large equipment/con-

strategically placed to improve coverage in large

struction supply yards, etc.), can be cost-efficiently

outdoor areas.

covered. It’s been extremely successful in places
that are notorious for poor reception—such as dis-

The result is an on-premises wireless solution that is

tribution centers. Additional antennae can also be

simple, powerful and economical. Once you experience all the convenience of the Avaya TransTalk
solution, you will wonder how you ever got along
without it.
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Compatibility and
simple setup

Wireless Handset—standard

•

business features

The Avaya TransTalk 9000 Digital Wireless Solution is
compatible with both existing and current releases of
Avaya communications solutions. Avaya continues to support
existing TransTalk solutions that use the TransTalk 9031
wireless handset.

•

Delivering all the functionality of a regular, wired
desk phone, the TransTalk 9040 wireless handset
provides a full set of call appearance/feature buttons, delivering one-touch access to conference,

With the TransTalk 9040, Avaya has simplified set-up and

redial, hold, mute, transfer and other standard busi-

administration of the wireless system. Each base station now

ness features.

supports up to two TransTalk 9040 wireless handsets (it’s easy
to add the second one at any time) and no longer requires a
carrier assembly or separate local AC power supply. And
TransTalk 9040 wireless handsets support ATL, ETR, TDL and
DCP station connectivity, simplifying connections and
lowering costs.

The backlit display is easy to read in the dimly lit
reaches of a warehouse, or wherever lighting is not
particularly favorable, and is also visible when the
phone is sitting upright in the battery charger,

•

Support staff. Keeping a small business lean and

•

Security. Security personnel need to be canvassing the

sharp means that support staffers are constantly on the

business premises—and they especially need to be in

move: checking details, solving problems small and

touch. They need the ability to summon help if it’s

large, getting information from colleagues in other

required and to report in. With TransTalk 9040, they’ll be

areas, pushing to get things done. With the TransTalk®

able to do just that.

solution, they don’t have to leave everything else behind
when a task that takes them to another part of the busi-

•

Manufacturing. Your employees will be more effective
if they’re available. Problems get solved faster. Changes

ness comes up.

can be made in an organized way. Critical information

•

Managers/supervisors. Managers and supervisors

can be exchanged in real time.

constantly move around, coaching, solving problems and
offering their support. They can be more effective if

•

Warehouse. Employees who work in your warehouse

they’re not out of reach when they’re away from their

can choose an optional headset and fill and expedite

desks.

orders, answer questions and keep the goods and
information flowing—all with their hands free.

•

Experts. People with specialized skills—doctors, IT
professionals, designers, engineers—need to be where
the action is. And that’s not necessarily at their desks.

•

Peak days/seasons. Does your business experience temporary expansion on special days or even
seasonally? The TransTalk 9040 can help you
maintain the flow of communication without the
expense of having to hard-wire new phones.

increasing its usefulness even when users are at
their desk.

•

Battery backup will give you nearly unlimited
talk time if you use 2 batteries with the standard battery charger.

A built-in vibrator lets you detect ringing if you’re in
a meeting, or some other situation where actual ring-

The TransTalk 9040 wireless handset works up to

ing would be bothersome. Weighing in at just eight

900 feet away from the Radio Module. The system

ounces, its lightweight enough to take anywhere, and

can be divided into two zones with approximately

comes with it own belt clip and wrist strap.

1 million square feet of coverage—it works with a
manual handoff as you move from zone to zone.

•

Standard battery life gives you 3 hours of talk
time, and 22 hours of standby. You can also buy
an extended use battery for 8 hours of talk and

•

Yo u ’ v e g o t Av a y a

72 hours of standby.

When you add an Avaya mobility solution to your

A Fast Battery Charger will charge two batteries
at once and recondition them at the same time.

communications system, remember that Avaya has
developed, designed and marketed some of the
most important advances in mobility. We have a
heritage of innovation and excellence for over 130
years in business communications.
For more information about TransTalk 9000 Digital
Wireless System—or any other Avaya business communications solution—contact your nearest Avaya
BusinessPartner, or an Avaya sales representative.
You can also visit us on the Web at
avaya.com/smallmidbusiness/products

Communication without boundaries

System Specifications

System Parameters
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Simultaneous Conversations

Wireless Handset

TransTalk supports up to 18 simultaneous users (key
systems) and 30 users (PBX systems).

Dimensions
Weight
Color
Display

6” x 2” x 1”
8 oz.
Black
Liquid crystal, alphanumeric, with
line button and feature/function
icons. Display is backlit.

Battery Fast Charger
Dimensions
Weight
Color

7 1/2” x 4 3/4” x 3 1/4”
(handset in place)
16 oz.
Black

Zones
Customers can implement multiple single zones, but
TransTalk does not support the seamless hand-off of
calls between two zones (this is a multizone system
characteristic). TransTalk does offer a dual-zone option
with manual handoff between zones. This system is
suitable for users who need to work in either zone with
occasional calls bridging both.

Multifloor coverage
Battery
Type
Charging time
Consumption

Rechargeable metal hydride battery
pack
Maximum 1.5 hours to fully charge
3.5 hours talk, 22 hours standby
(8 hours talk, 72 hours standby with
extended use battery) Battery
reconditioning circuitry (handset and
spare chargers)

The quality of coverage in a multifloor building
depends on building construction. The TransTalk system
has been tested in numerous office buildings with
several floors. However, remember that every TransTalk
installation is different. The actual range of coverage
when transmitting between floors will depend on
your facility.

Compatible Adjuncts/Systems
The TransTalk System is compatible with all Avaya
PARTNER®, MERLIN® and DEFINITY® systems; and
(with additional equipment) System 25, System 75, and
System 85.
Please note: Maximum cable distance from host system to DRM-E: 1000 ft.
Maximum cable distance from host to DRM-D: 3000 ft.
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